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Free Farmer’s Trucking Cooperative. 

 

The cooperative is one of those small ventures that has never exactly flourished, 

but on the other hand it hasn’t exactly failed either. Formed to distribute goods 

throughout the Free Farmer’s territory it has become a real lifeline for those 

communities too far from the railway for them to make the journey themselves. 

It was the Free Farmers who may have produced the first version of the Beast. 

The Beast is a vehicle of uncertain parentage. Jothrom Industrial Manipulators 

produce the legs, even though neither their name, nor their company logo, 

appear on them. Ramos Sisters, who developed the Traktor, provided the 

engines, each Beast has at least two. Baastruk Unincorporated did some of the 

design work and produce some of the more carefully machined parts. Various 

other heavy metal forgings have been acquired and cannibalised. Thus and so, A 

Beast is assembled.  

The idea was originally to provide the Free Farmer Trucking Cooperative with a 

vehicle with more manoeuvrability than a Mud Maggot. The original 

specifications insisted that it be no harder to maintain, and to share the general 

aura of indestructability. Commentators often mention that the legs seem a bit 

thin. But if they bend they can be hammered straight again by a village 
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blacksmith and any farm workshop could weld extra steel on to brace across any 

weakness. 

The Beast also had to be able to carry a standard container, something the Mud 

Maggot cannot do. Indeed it is not unknown for a Beast to carry two containers, 

one set on top of the other. This is something only attempted in the more level 

areas near the railway. Some claim to have carried three containers, stacked 

one on top of the other. This is assumed to have been for a bet. 

There is some sophistication in the design, there is a rod antenna for a ground 

sensing radar which ensures the legs know where to move. The sprung pallet 

forks below the rod antenna are used when the Beast is used for moving timber 

and similar. 

 

The Container will be loaded onto the Beast at the railway where they have 

suitable equipment. It is rare that any one client amongst the Free Farmers will 

purchase an entire container full, so the container is loaded by the railway in a 

specific order, and as the Beast travels, the container will be opened and 

unloaded in reverse order. So the packing of the container determines the route 

of the Beast.  

Should the container have to be lifted off the Beast, this is simplicity itself. The 

container is attached by chain blocks to a gantry built into the village defences, a 

purpose-built ‘A’ frame, or even a very large tree. The beast then sinks down 

and shuffles out from under the container which can then be lowered to the 

ground. Should it be necessary to load a container onto the Beast when away 

from the railway, the opposite process is attempted. Traktors are often used to 

pull on the chain blocks to lift the container, although draught animals can be 

used. 

Riding in the Beast 

Inside the Beast there is room for a driver and an engineer/mechanic. All cargo, 

security and passengers ride on top.  

It is possible to electrify the legs. This is both to stop people climbing up, but 

also to deter large herbivores. You do not travel with the legs electrified, as it 

runs the battery down. But you can switch them on at any time when the crew 

are aware of a threat. 

Note that electrifying the legs when the Beast has two or more legs standing in 

water, mud, or marsh is not recommended by the manufacturers. In fact it’s one 

of the few things they specifically tell you not to do.  

In spite of the warnings, some have tried it. Roll a d6 

1. You just burned out your electrics. It’s going to take d6 hours to get the Beast 

moving again. 

2. Those on the cargo platform are complaining about getting electric shocks 

from the machine. They have intimated, forcefully, that they would be delighted 

if you stopped what it is you’re doing. 
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3,4,5,6 The legs are electrified, you don’t know what all the fuss was about. 

Note that if the legs are electrified, nothing will touch them and if something is 

touching them it will be hurled d6 inches away. 

Driving the Beast 

It should move reliably faster than walking, but not a lot faster. 

If you just drive down a road, everything is fine, the Beast travels along the 

road. But if you go across country, the ground sensing radar will take over.  

Travelling cross country roll a d6 

1,2,3,4 go in the direction you want.  

5 move one move to the left 

6 move one move to the right. 

You still end up facing ‘forward’ in the direction you want to travel. It’s just the 

radar has decided this is a better way. You can override it and just go straight 

ahead. Roll a d6, on a 1 you get stuck. You do not get stuck following the 

ground sensing radar. Even if it appears to be taking you through a marsh or a 

lake, it will guide you through safely. Keep the faith! 

To be unstuck you take a move backwards (to where you were before you 

started the move that got you stuck.) To get unstuck roll 2 dice. 

On the first move roll a d10 to get unstuck and a d4 to remain stuck. 

If the d4 is higher you remain stuck and next turn you roll a d6 to remain stuck. 

(If it is a draw you stay with the same dice to remain stuck. 

The dice to remain stuck goes up to d8, d10, d12, d20. If you fail to become 

unstuck by ten or more, you’ll need the help of another vehicle. 

Your ‘crew’ 

Driver. Normal, shotgun (capable of firing slugs). 

Mechanic. Normal, shotgun (capable of firing slugs). 

The only time you should see either of these two is if you’re going to abandon 

the vehicle. 

Supercargo, Normal, shotgun (capable of firing slugs)  

First Hand, Normal, shotgun (capable of firing slugs)  

Second Hand, Normal, shotgun (capable of firing slugs)  

First New Recruit, Green, shotgun (capable of firing slugs)  

Second New Recruit, Green, shotgun (capable of firing slugs)  

When riding on the Beast they count as Second Class line with 17 reaction 

points. If dismounted and deployed on foot, they count as Militia with 15 

reaction points. 
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The Scenario. 

This is set up to work solo, but obviously once things arrive on the wargames 

table, you could hand one force to an opponent.  

You and your team have a delivery run to do. The container is lifted onto your 

Beast and you are given the inventory. Cases of livestock worming products, 

concentrated fabric detergents, ewe colostrum, machine parts, bundles of 

working clothes (purchased in bulk from a failed theatrical costumer who won 

the contract to produce uniforms for some long forgotten epic, only to have the 

media company collapse into fiscal oblivion after tens of thousands of antique 

uniforms had been made but before they were delivered) speciality grass seeds, 

electronic control boxes, and the usual impedimenta of commerce. You will drop 

off your goods at six communities. At the 6th you will fill your container with 

produce from the village and return home. 

Movement and terrain. 

At the start of the game you draw seven cards from a well shuffled pack. Lay 

them out in front of you. Each card represents the distance/time taken, and the 

terrain you’ll face. 

Hearts. Rocky ground, firm going, some scrub and occasional trees. 

Diamonds. Steep rocky ground, firm going, some scrub and a lot of trees. 

Spades. Wet ground, perhaps half counts as marsh or open water, separated by 

rocky areas. 

Clubs.  Wet ground, half counts as marsh or open water. The rest is firmer 

ground but is largely covered by trees. 

Each card does have a road across it, after all this is a well-known route. The 

road isn’t so much paved as cleared.  

The number of the card is the number of hours (and the number of wargames 

tables you will cross) it will take to reach the next community. 

When you set the cards out, you might realise that your sixth village is closer to 

the start than the first village was. This is not your problem, your travel plans 

are pre-set by whoever loaded the container. If you did them in the wrong order 

you’d be forever emptying stuff out of the container to get to stuff that’s behind 

it. 

Destinations in the order you visit them. 

The railhead. Triggdelve, Hassletonville, Beaumonton, Clappergill, 

Fishendenfalls, Stanhopeside. The railhead. 

Each of these communities had d6x10 inhabitants.  

Half of these inhabitants will defend the community perimeter if it is threatened. 

They count as  
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Villager, Green, shotgun (capable of firing slugs). When defending the 

community they count as Militia with 16 reaction points. 

A quarter of the defenders (defenders, not inhabitants) can form an 

‘expeditionary force’ to go out to rescue the Beast if it is on a wargames table 

adjacent to the community. This quarter counts as Villager, Normal, shotgun 

(capable of firing slugs). Otherwise they’re the same as the rest of the villagers. 

If the village comes under attack you could keep this quarter as a separate 

force. 

Finding Trouble 

Here it depends entirely on how much trouble do you want to find? 

If you have an opponent then there is more pressure to get onto the table and 

provide a game than if you’re running it purely as a solo mini-campaign. 

I suggest that each ‘hour’ as your Beast travels, you roll a dice, and on a 1 you 

get trouble. You might want to make it 1 or 2 if you want ‘more action’. 

Between the railhead and Triggdelve, and between Stanhopeside and the 

railhead roll a d10. These areas are pretty safe. If you get trouble, you roll a d6 

on the trouble table. 

Between Triggdelve and Hassletonville or between Fishendenfalls and 

Stanhopeside roll a d10, but if you get trouble, you roll a d8 on the trouble 

table. 

Between Hassletonville and Beaumonton or between Clappergill and 

Fishendenfalls, roll d10+1 and if you get trouble, you roll a d10 on the trouble 

table. 

Between Beaumonton and Clappergill roll d10+2 and if you get trouble you roll a 

d12 on the trouble table. 

Remember that you will roll multiple times between destinations, depending on 

the card you draw. So you have more chance of finding trouble in the long 

journeys through empty wilderness. 

Also notice that as you get further from the railhead, things get worse, and then 

better as you make your way back.  

Trouble Table 

1,2 You don’t realise but a zombie, sitting in a tree, has been watching your 

passage. It lopes off to find friends. Get +2 on all rolls on the trouble table from 

now on, until you reach a community. 

3, A group of five zombies is randomly on one table edge, making its way across 

the table to the opposite table edge, and moves to intercept you. 

4,5 A group of five zombies appears out of cover within d6 inches of the Beast 

and attempts to attack. 
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6,7 Two groups, each of five zombies plus a group of five cultists are placed 

randomly on one table edge, making their way across the table to the opposite 

table edge, and they move to intercept you. 

8, a group of five cultists is hidden in cover within slug range of the road and 

they will open fire on the Beast. There are two groups of five zombies which 

appear at random out of the cover, within 6d6 inches of the cultists. 

9, Three groups, each of five zombies plus two groups of five cultists are placed 

randomly on one table edge, making their way across the table to the opposite 

table edge, and they move to intercept you. 

10, two groups of five cultists are hidden in cover within slug range of the road 

and they will open fire on the Beast. There are three groups of five zombies 

which appear at random out of the cover, within 6d6 inches of the cultists. 

11, A controller, three groups, each of five zombies plus two groups of five 

cultists are placed randomly on one table edge, making their way across the 

table to the opposite table edge, and they move to intercept you. 

12+, a controller and two groups of five cultists are hidden in cover within slug 

range of the road and they will open fire on the Beast. There are three groups of 

five zombies which appear at random out of the cover, within 6d6 inches of the 

cultists. 

Attacks on the community 

If you fight a running battle against the attackers on the wargames table next to 

the community you’re stopping at next, the attackers will carry on their attacks, 

provided they know they outnumber the defenders. 

Calling for help 

You have radio contact with all the communities. If you’re on the wargames 

table next to a community, you can ask for help and they will send out their 

‘expeditionary force’.  

Stopping for the night 

I would suggest that for simplicity you allow for 12 hours of daylight. You can 

have an extra hour of dawn and dusk where it gets gloomy but if you’re forced 

to fight, just count is as daylight but make cover a bit better. You don’t want to 

be caught out in the open, travelling or camped out at night. Whilst the Beast 

can travel safely, zombies might climb trees and drop down onto you in the 

dark.  

 With regard to timings, it’s one hour to cross a wargames table. If you 

have to fight on that table, assume you somehow lose an extra hour. 

 

 It takes a minimum of one hour to drop off cargo at a community. They 

don’t mind you taking longer or staying the night. 
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Zombies  

When the Zombies have to react, roll a d6 and read off the appropriate 
column. 
 

 Melee Surprised 
Enemy 

Vehicles 

First 
sighting 

of Enemy 

Under 
Artillery 

Fire 

Voluntary 

6 a a b a d c 

5 a a c c d c 

4 a c c c d g 

3 a c c c d g 

2 a d e e h g 

1 a d e e h d 

0 i h h h j d 

-1 j h i h j i 

 
Factors to add or subtract to Default Table:  

 
 -1 Under fire. 

 -1 Suffered casualties. 
+1 Controller within one move. 
 

 
a  Attackers advance directly to attack enemy 

b  Attack enemy, unless enemy are moving towards you, in which case hide 
and pounce. 
c  Stick to cover and try to work around the flank of the enemy without being 

seen. 
d  Hug terrain and try and disappear from sight 

e  If enemy advancing, spring on them, otherwise try and hide. 
f   Fall back and try and hide 

g  Try and remember what you were told to do, and do that. 
h  Fall back for two moves to try and shake off the enemy. Keep to cover as 
much as possible. 

i   Flee, keeping to cover as much as possible, leave the table. 
j   Flee, ignore everything, just flee. 
 

The Zombies only take part in close combat, they don’t use missiles. Personally I 

would treat them as;-  

Superbly trained in close combat.         2 Dice shifts up 

Let’s be honest, they aren’t trained at all in close combat, they just have a 

natural affinity for it. But they have no scruples and an unhealthy appetite. 

Acrobatic Zombies 

 

Rather than have zombies mill about helplessly as the driver electrifies the 

Beast's legs, it's perfectly possible that a fit and agile zombie might be able to 
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jump. The attacking player can have one zombie standing within an inch of the 

Beast and another zombie, within two inches of the first, can run, and use the 

first zombie as a springboard. Roll a d6 

 

1, Hits the side and falls embarrassingly back to the ground.  

 

2,3,4,5, Hits the side, grabs it and can climb up next move. 

 

6 Lands on the platform and can strike anybody it is in base contact with. 

Cultists 

They have a mixture of firearms and older weapons. Their firearms count as slug 

firing shotguns. If they have a bow or crossbow, treat it as being similar. Some 

have only got melee weapons. All count as ‘Feudal followers’ with 14 reaction 

points. They wear limited flak armour covering a third of the body (so a roll of 1 

or 2 means the weapon fired at them hits the armour). They move as ordinary 

humans.  

They are in groups of 5. On a roll of 1,2,3 there is one who is ‘Normal’ in charge, 

otherwise everybody is ‘Green.’ 

Winning and Losing.  
Just deliver the goods and get home seems like a plan. You’re not there to 

conquer the world, just cross the table and leave them in your wake.  

 

Figures 

The Controller, the Cultists and the Free Farmers are from Knucklebones if you 

have a printer. Or Iliada Game Studio has a licence to sell them ready printed 

 

https://www.myminifactory.com/users/Knucklebones%20Minis 

https://www.iliadagamestudio.com/ 

The Beast is from Iliada Game Studio. 

Ali at Iliada is under the weather at the moment and has had to take time off. 

Go across to his page on Facebook at 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/iliadagamestudio and offer him grapes.  

https://www.facebook.com/groups/iliadagamestudio
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